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Every time I close my eyes I see you. The real you. The beautiful, authentic and confident you. I
see your soul glowing brightly. But you are hiding your gifts. You are concealing the divinity of
your power. Why? Because of what they did to you. Because they tried to silence you. They tried
to erase you. You still hold that pain. That is why you are scared to step into the truth of who you
really are. But this happened a long time ago, before you were born. I’m talking about the
memories of your past lives and those of your ancestors. They lived in fear of the leaders. They
lived in terror of who they really were. They couldn’t allow their rituals or spells to be shown in
public. They couldn’t speak out loud their praises of the universe, Mother Gaia or honor their
soul. I’m talking about the witches. I’m talking about you and me and what we went through
hundreds of years ago. Have you ever thought about it? Have you ever wondered how those
lives affected you, and today’s entire conscious collective?In this book, I share my journey to
those past lives and reveal the wisdom hidden there. I uncover the long-suppressed truth about
our divine feminine. Using my own incantation, a hypnotic trance and witchcraft ritual, I call upon
the energies of the past to present themselves to me. These stories are your stories. And
together, as we relive them, we heal that part of ourselves that has been broken and hidden. We
bring peace to our world and the bright future before us. Let us each honor our soul and speak
our spells once more. Let us remember the witch within.
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DedicationTo the inner witch within all of us.May your presence be free.May your story be known.
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IntroductionI trust that everything in my life happens for a reason, and that reason is to help me
become the best version of myself. I invite creativity into my life as I explore my world with new
eyes and new cycles of energy.When inspiration strikes me, it does so like lightning. I feel as
though an outside force erupts within me and itches to move through me. I allow that energy to
be released through my fingertips. And, as I write these words for you as fast as I can, I feel an
immense euphoric rush engulf my vision, allowing the energy from above to move through me. In
this very moment, I am receiving an overload of information about the concept of this book as it
comes into fruition. But, like all my books, I never really know exactly what’s going to happen, or
how the story will unfold. All I know is that I need to share it with you.But where do I begin? Do I
start with this lifetime, or one of the lifetimes that led me to this point? Or, perhaps I start at the
moment that everything changed.…All my life, I had been searching for a moment like this. I had
been waiting for someone to tell me, “this is who you are, this is where you belong.” And most
importantly, “this is what you are meant to do in life.” But of course, that never happened. I had to
find out for myself. I had to learn what it meant to belong to my body, what it meant to respect
and love the authenticity of my soul’s voice. And even though it’s my soul speaking through me
clearly right now, my confidence trembles as I discover the truth of my being, while my heart
rests with peace.It started on my 36th birthday. I had purchased some books on witchcraft to
read during a holiday through Portugal with my partner. I was, at a time in my life, finally owning
my writing, and proudly calling myself an author. But in terms of my writing style or what I wrote
and for whom, I wasn’t sure. The words I spoke and wrote weren’t taught to me; they were ideas I



had acquired over many lifetimes; they were thoughts I had channeled through my soul. The
advice I shared was based on my own spiritual practices—that I had created throughout my life
or did without thinking. I had nurtured a connection with nature, with the elements of energy, but I
never knew where they came from or how they came to be in me. I just did them.I always
followed my vivid imagination with the hope of finding answers to my many questions. I often
practiced unusual rituals throughout my childhood. I would explain them to my friends as a
game, yet they always had an esoteric theme behind them. Most often my “games” would be
called “initiation rituals” because the friends who participated were always new, and I needed to
initiate them into my circle. Although the games were indeed part of my eclectic imagination,
there was something familiar and mechanical about the way I conducted them. I never
questioned my actions, I just knew what came next.I remember awaking at 3 a.m. one night,
walking outside to the bonfire that had burned down, taking the black ashes and using them to
create a spell of protection around the house. Where the practice came from, I didn’t know, but I
was able to perform it precisely with confidence and with no terror of the witching hour. I stood
outside alone in the garden beneath the moonlight, despite being a small child of no more than
10 years old. That is just one memory I have of following my soul’s mission without allowing my
mind to interfere, but there are so many more.I remember casting my first love spell at age 16,
and having my high school crush, who was in no way interested in me, become my first ever
boyfriend. But most importantly, I have kept a sacred altar throughout my life, and if you’ve read
my other books—specifically —you would know about how important this altar was for me when
harnessing the energies of the universe. But again, I had no idea why I collected these items, nor
the true power they possessed; they just made me happy. And like everything in life, we need to
move closer to the things that light up our soul.But as I got older, and began to recognize my
friend’s awkwardness when I suggested they partake in magical games, or exhibited my peculiar
fascination with the spiritual realm, I realized it would be best to keep my desires hidden.
Although I continued to create and practice rituals on my own, it wasn’t until my early 30s that I
recognized the importance of sharing my authentic self, and I finally allowed those passions to
breathe again in public.But here, today, on my 36th birthday, as I read about the traditions of
witchcraft, I see those words as though I had once written, lived and breathed them.Over the
next 12 hours, a great download of information took place as the story of my past unraveled
before me. All the things I had done as a child didn’t seem so weird anymore; instead, I looked at
them with admiration. I was proud of myself for acting upon my soul’s calling without questioning
its absurdity, and pursuing my passions without fear. And for the first time in my life, I felt a true
connection; I felt like I had revealed the core of my origin. But there was something deep within
that was holding me back from truly aligning with it. There was a great hesitation gripping my
heart. It wouldn’t let me move forward freely. As I further examined the religion of Paganism, and
the many tiers of worship that came beneath it—such as witchcraft, druidism, and folklore—I
found many areas that I resonated with deeply. But most importantly, I found the same beliefs on
self-reliance, self-empowerment, and connection with the spirit world that I had been practicing



throughout my life. The unstinting of these ideas and concepts came more naturally to me than
any form of education I had ever received. Still, I was stuck. Despite the undoubtable connection
I felt with witchcraft, I still couldn’t bring myself to say that I am a witch. And it wasn’t because I
didn’t believe that I was one, I just wasn’t able to truly own the title. There was something holding
me back from stepping into my power. I didn’t hold the confidence. Furthermore, I associated the
word—witch—with something bad. But why?I continued to explore my hesitation, by following a
string of questions, like I do with any form of limiting belief. I followed that invisible thread back
through my life, searching for its origin, desperate to find out why I felt the need to conceal my
power. When I followed that string of questions I arrived at the beginning of my life, but the web
continued beyond that. Then I realized, that string of questions, of limiting beliefs, of fear of who I
was, had existed in many lives before my current one, and in many of my ancestors’ lives. I knew
that if I wanted to heal that fear for myself and my future children, I needed to delve deep into
those lives and find out what happened and why. And hopefully, I would find my power again.And
this is how I came to write this book—through a need to reveal both the truth about all the past
lives that came before this one, what their connection to witchcraft was, and how to learn from
those experiences.But how do I do that? There’s no evidence of who they were. There’s no
concrete information to say this is what they went through.The idea of an afterlife is foreign for
many who believe that this is our one and only life. So I needed to find a way to explore with
great trust. I had explored past life regressions several times through hypnosis with the help of
an advisor. I’d had incredible results, so I knew what it meant and how it felt to explore past life
energy. But to write this book, I wanted to do it myself. My meditative journeys have always been
extremely visual, and I have been practicing for many years to meet my spirit guides through
these mediums. I have sought out wisdom, counsel and guidance through my spiritual practices,
and I have never been let down or led astray. So, for this book, I followed the same connection
with the spirit world, but instead of asking questions about the present or the future, I simply
changed my intention to explore the energy of the past. Through the combination of self-
hypnosis, meditation, and a witchcraft ritual, I was able to create my own transcendental journey
to explore my past selves, my past lives, and those of my ancestors.When we journey, our soul
travels through an opening of space-time energetic vibration. We can understand this concept
by looking to the theory that everything is energy, and energy never dies. So the energy that was
created once upon a time by people who lived before us is still available for us to access.
Perhaps in the time that has passed, that energy has transformed (most likely), but we can still
call upon it. It can still transform back to show us that period of life. Because memory is not local
—it isn’t contained in our brain. So, if memory is an energy, it can be accessed beyond the
physical.When we journey within the spirit world, there are no secrets; we simply ask and we are
told. Inside each journey, I was presented with vivid images that told their story. Sometimes the
images ignited with fine detail translating the knowledge easily. Other times, I needed to work a
little harder to understand what the message was. My strongest telepathic qualities have always
been visual. Second to this is feeling—I can sense what is known, what is told and what is felt. I



can embody the emotions. And lastly, I hear the words. I hear them subtly, not from the voice of
the person, but from the voice of my own inner knowing. That inner voice is the hardest one for
us to trust—for our mind likes to challenge and take control—but with diligent practice, we can
learn to distinguish between the voice in our head and that of our soul.What you need to
remember when traveling to these outer realms, is that what you see may be a representation of
your own memories in this life. Because what you see in the spirit realm are visual projections of
energy. Our mind likes to form definitions in order to understand. When receiving information, it
will usually identify the concept as something it already knows to be able to reference it
appropriately. So, as I journeyed through different lands and times, and met the people, many of
them were presented as lifelike characters I had seen as a child. Now, the question still remains,
did what I see as a child really happen, or was I tapping into unconscious energy? For, as
children, we do not have the same veils of illusion that we have as adults. Regardless of what
was seen, what matters most is the message and this is what I captured from each of my
ancestors and my past lives.If I ran out of time with one character, I would call out to it again
when entering my trancelike state at a later date. Hence, fleshing out the gaps in their story. The
following stories were “remembered” over a period of several months and many journeys.Every
chapter, every character, every life represented in this book, I have learned about from inner
world journeys. They are all unique—each with their own wisdom and message. Through these
stories, I learned about my own story. Through these lives, I understand my own. This
exploration of my past provided me with the answers I had been seeking since a very young age.
I can finally understand why I was cautious to explore the spiritual side of myself, and to share
those explorations through my writing.I hope this book will encourage you to explore your own
past, your connections to your ancestors, and recognize how they shaped you, for better or
worse. We are all holding onto ancestral trauma. The more we explore and share what
happened to us, to our ancestors, to our community, the greater contribution we can make to
healing the entire collective consciousness.This is our story.

Your Inner Medicine WomanYour medicine is your unique gift that can help heal the world. We
each have a profound gift within us to share during our lifetime. And each of our gifts will assist
the world in the transformation toward a better future for the next generation. We use the word
medicine to define what your gift entails. Your gift, your medicine, is a form of healing that
supports the entire conscious collective.To find your gift can be your life’s work. For it doesn’t
always present itself easily or clearly, and it can take much trial and error to unearth it.
Sometimes people know what their gift is immediately, and they confidently share it. Whether
you already know or you have to search for it, it doesn’t matter. For every one of us will share our
gift at some point in our life. Whether it happens at the beginning or the end is irrelevant, for it’s
the process of our soul’s evolution that is important. When your soul has evolved to a certain
degree, then your medicine will become clear, and your life path and life purpose will be laid out
with complete precision.One day I decided to journey to the spirit realms to meet my inner



Medicine Woman. I had an idea of who she was, of what the truth of my gift entailed, but I
needed confirmation. My biggest weakness was a lack of confidence in my writing, and although
I heard the calling from my soul that this was my destiny, my mind held tightly to fear; I could hear
the voice of limiting beliefs, of inadequacy and ugliness. I wanted a sign so badly to find my path.
To know that what I believed was true. I finally received the sign I was craving in my journey to
the upper world. I was able to connect with my inner Medicine Woman and seek her wisdom.
Little did I know that through this meeting, I would be able to reveal the truth of other wisdom,
and learn why I had such a hard time believing in my own gift.And so I journeyed.… This is my
story.

My Inner Medicine WomanMy inner Medicine Woman is beautiful. She is the ultimate creator of
all magic, miracles and life. She plays between the worlds of the seen and unseen. She thrives in
nature, especially when surrounded by water, trees and sunlight. She loves the sound of
waterfalls, and spends most of her time immersed in the lush green rainforest. She wears a long
white dress and adorns her hair with sweet perfumed flowers. She is graceful, and elegant, a
goddess of the highest vibration. Her goal is to create beauty wherever she goes.She loves to
play with magic, and fairies and the mystical creatures that surround her. Her life purpose is to
spread joy and pleasure with a curious mind and open heart. She views life as fun, as an
experiment, a game. If you are sad she will take away your pain with her hand on your heart, and
replace that grief with love and laughter. She will bring forth the divine light within you, and
remind you to honor and share this love with all who surround you. She is both blissful and
blessed. She is a feminine warrior with a masculine balance, and embodies an unshakable
strength of inner peace.She comes from a long line of powerful women, of spiritual witches and
pagan masters, who have carefully passed on their ancestral wisdom. She wanted to show me
these women, for they are a part of my blood lineage, and so, together we explored the lives of
my current ancestors.My oldest ancestor lived thousands of years ago. She was an ancient tribal
elder, a centenarian with beautiful dark wrinkled skin. She sat poised at a fire as the young
children sat around and listened eagerly to her stories. She healed wounds through storytelling,
and passed on wisdom from those who came before her. She told the children of how they came
to Earth, about how they were both the created and the creator. And, because of her kindness
and care for all creatures, she was adored and loved by all.The next ancestor I met was part of
an Asian tribe. She learned from the land, and listened to its wisdom. She was a great mother to
her people and nurtured all who walked alongside her. With healing words, she blessed those
around her; and with plant medicines, she soothed troubled souls. Her sacred teachings were
shared and passed on to many women, and, as they evolved, their power grew too.The ancestor
I met after her was born at the beginning of the Middle Ages; here she ran her own apothecary.
She was a witch doctor who healed the sick and saved lives. She was greatly honored in the
village. But the story of our wisdom being passed on through our ancestors stopped there, for
she was the last who was allowed to use her gifts of knowledge from the spirit world.Over the



next few minutes, many visions played out, showing me how our divine feminine power was
suppressed by the leaders who felt threatened. And I watched in agony as the women who did
not conform to the male hierarchy system were hunted, tortured and killed.My ancestors learned
how to hide their craft in order to survive. Many years passed, many lives, many wars, and the
true story of their magic has now been forgotten. As I learned this truth, I realized that it
explained my fear of owning my gifts and why connecting with the spirit world felt like a burden—
I had been so used to concealing this connection for so long.But now, in this life, the Medicine
Women are remembering their magic. Each is believing in herself as her confidence grows. As
she channels her inner world and the outer realms, she remembers the sacred rituals engraved
on her heart. She remembers the spells that her tongue can create from authentically living her
truth. And just like her eldest ancestor, she too is sharing great ancient wisdom through her
stories. The ones who came before us will not have died in vain. They will be remembered.We
will remember the witch within us.
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Blair R, “Really insightful  . I was so excited to read this book. I own other books from Phoebe,
and this one brought me something completely different. I really resonated with the stories in the
book... I felt I can really reflect upon my life through them. I really recommend it if you're trying to
find your inner feminine strength in these times. ”

Mirella C., “Remember the witch within     . The book,by Phoebe Garnsworthy took me to
different life's of her ancestors and her own past life's. To dive into it, opens up some space
inside of me and I am able to remember, who I am in this vastness of the Universe. Feeling
unresolved and unhealed past trauma come up, and being able to accept it as part of my own
evolution in time. Her book is a step, or a door into the hidden strengths which lie in all of us, to
acknowledge the magic of our soul purpose. And to become one with life and accept even the
mistakes we make, as a catalyst to move with life and be at peace with our incarnation at this
time of life.I really love the book.Thank you,Phoebe.”

DUNIA BARRERA, “Amazing. You won't put the book down.. The stories in the book are
captivating. Once you start reading is difficult to stop. Wonderful.”

The book by Phoebe Garnsworthy has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 10 people have provided
feedback.
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